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Fire extinguishers.  
You pass them all the time as you walk throughout the boat or the office, and hopefully when at home too. 
And while it’s true that using a fire extinguisher isn’t rocket science, there are a few basics you need to be aware 
of – and probably aren’t. According to FEMA, the majority of Americans don’t know how to use an 
extinguisher, even if they have one in their home. This is a dangerous knowledge gap. Fires double in size every 
60 seconds, so you don’t want to be fumbling around in an emergency situation, reading over the instruction 
manual as a small flame on the stove grows into an inferno. 
Today we’ll talk about some guidelines for choosing an extinguisher and then discuss how to use it. 
 
The Right Fire Extinguisher for the Right Fire 
Fire extinguishers come in a wide variety of types — each one designed to put out a different kind of fire. 
Classification systems have been developed to help users know what sort of extinguisher they’re working with. 
Because the majority of our readers are based stateside, I’ll be focusing on the system used to classify 
extinguishers in the US. 

Most fire extinguishers on the boats are classified as Class 
ABC extinguishers, meaning they’re suitable for putting out 
wood and paper fires, flammable liquid fires, and electrical 
fires. ABC extinguishers use the dry chemical 
monoammonium phosphate as the extinguishing agent. 
 
Class K extinguishers are used in commercial kitchens 
because they’re more powerful for dealing with grease fires 
and the chemicals are less likely to damage the cooking 
appliance when used. But for small grease fires in the galley or 
kitchen, an ABC extinguisher will likely get the job done. An 
ABC is still going to damage the stove though, so if it’s a very 
small fire, try to smother it with a pot lid or wool blanket first, 
before you resort to the extinguisher. 
  

How to Use a Fire Extinguisher 

Alight. So, you’re familiar with the different kinds of fire 
extinguishers, now it’s time to get down to how to actually 
use these suckers. If you encounter a fire on the boat, the first 

thing you always do to sound the alarm. Next, mentally go through this checklist of questions before 
attempting to put it out with an extinguisher: 

Are you taller than the fire?  Fire extinguishers are designed to put out fires in the incipient stage. That’s 
fireman talk for when the fire is just getting started. When it gets past the beginning stage, a fire becomes too 
large to fight with a portable extinguisher. 
Is the fire extinguisher pressurized? Check the gauge on the extinguisher to see if it’s fully charged and 
pressurized. If the needle is in the green, you’re good. If not, you won’t have enough pressure to put the fire 
out. Forget it and get out of there. 

 

Class A – Ordinary solid 
combustibles like wood, cloth, 
and paper products. 

 

Class B – Flammable liquids 
and gases. 

 

Class C – Electrical fires. (Do 
not use water to put out this 
kind of fire – you could get 
electrocuted!) 

 

Class D – Flammable metals. 

 

Class K – Oils and grease fires. 
(Never use water on a grease 
fire – it will cause the flames 
to explode and spread.) 
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certain fire types. If you’re facing a grease fire, a simple A extinguisher (which contains only pressurized water) 
won’t put it out. Almost all our extinguishers on the boats are classed ABC, or are CO2, so this shouldn’t be a 
problem.  
 
Get in Position 
If you can answer “yes” to all three of those questions, you’re ready to put out the fire with the extinguisher. 
If possible, position yourself with your back to an unobstructed exit so that you can get out quickly if you need 
to. The discharge range for extinguishers can run from 6-20 feet (know your extinguisher’s range beforehand), 
and you want to be far enough away to not be in danger of being burned, and close enough that the discharge 
will be effective. 
 
PASS! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Slowly back away. Even if the fire appears to be extinguished, don’t turn your back on it. There might be 
unseen hot spots or hidden fires that can ignite into a large flame at any moment. You want to be on guard for 
that. 
Once you’ve used a fire extinguisher, even if you didn’t deplete all the pressure, you must get it recharged. Do 
so as soon as possible. If it’s a disposable extinguisher, throw it away and replace. 
If you can get some hands-on training with a fire extinguisher, it’s highly recommended that you do so. Next 
time you’re scheduled to have your extinguishers serviced, get your crew together and practice on one of the 
extinguishers. Make sure the fire techs replace that extinguisher obviously. But now you know the basics. Next 
time you see a fire extinguisher in the hallway, you can give it a nod of confidence as you PASS it by. 
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